
Commons Committee Minutes 
March 11, 2022 

Vashon Park District Multi-Purpose Room 
 
Hans called the meeting to order at 9:05 a.m. 
 
In attendance: Hans Van Dusen, Toby Holmes, Elaine Ott-Rocheford, Slade McSheehy, Matt Sullivan, 
David Hackett, Kevin Dickerson. 
 

1. Commons members and future meetings. 
Hans clarified the members of the Commons Committee. The Chairs attempted to recruit Lisa Peretti 
from Drama Dock as the at-large member. No response.  
David clarified he is a representative of youth sports, but also has participated in theater and band. The 
idea of the agreement is that the natural affinities would result in a 3-3 tie. It is important to find the 7th 
person who is agreeable to both Districts. 
Kevin Dickerson’s role is non-voting. He represents discussions pertaining to maintenance issues, as 
does the VPD Maintenance Director’s role when appropriate to participate. 
 

2. VPD Updates 
Elaine: With COVID restrictions lifting, outdoor use is pretty much back to normal, particularly with the 
sport groups. Indoor use is minimal, although youth basketball is planning to start up.  
Access is still a challenge. Tuesdays and Fridays are still open. Tough to fill low-wage positions. Typical 
expected shift is 5 – 9pm. Age 18 minimum, preferably not a student at the High School.  
Toby asked what VPD indoor facilities are utilized.  
Elaine: primarily Ober. 
 

3. VISD Updates 
Slade: We are attempting to gather cost and use information from Facilitron. We provided all cost data, 
spaces, square footage, etc. They indicated they will have that information next week. We created a 
facilities spreadsheet, looking at the VPD reservation spaces and VISD’s. Picked 2018-2019 school year 
as a typical year. Looking at how many hours used to see usage in a typical year. Kelly-Ann is working on 
it. We would propose that Robin assist to ensure it is an accurate representation.  
Elaine: We did that same kind of analysis that led to the $75k in 2015. It will be interesting to see how it 
compares. We included boots on the ground in the analysis. Some of it is guess-work, like drop-in 
activities.  
Toby: One potential outcome is to look at what is available to rent or not, just to clarify and simplify 
things. We might dedicate particular spaces – like a couple classrooms, rather than all. It simplifies 
access and security. It’s not to restrict access, just simplify. 
David: Some schools have a gate that can block access to the rest of the school. It makes sense to set 
aside particular access to decrease risk of vandalism. Before the new high school, VPD provided access 
to the theater. With the new high school, there is more valuable equipment. We went to the approach 
where VISD hired a theater person to manage that. How has that played out? On evenings where we 
have an Access person there and a theater person, is that necessary? Should we look at the old model? 
The former theater was not very secure. I hope we are more secure with that now. Is there a better way 
to revisit that? 
Matt: We hired Richard Montegue to manage “PAW” – the Performing Arts Wing. It has been working 
well. Fees cover his costs. Tech works closely with him to manage lights, sound equipment, etc.  



Toby: Isn’t it a direct relationship between us and Drama Dock for that space? They do their own 
scheduling? 
Matt: Yes, through Richard. 
Slade: We should discuss the stage at McMurray, as well. Should it remain in the Commons or part of 
PAW? 
Robin: They don’t use the stage. They use the floor. Richard is no longer on the island. Groups are given 
a key. Other groups use that McMurray space. 
Elaine: I would think, given that variable, our Access could provide a higher level of security. 
David: I have not heard it is not working. I’m just throwing it out as whether or not it is a successful 
approach.  
Matt: It seems to be working. 
David: As a community person, I would be concerned about not having anybody onsite. At least 
somebody official checking it out at the end.  
Matt: We do have people who cover if there is a need for physical presence.  
Slade: We’ll get clarity on that.  
Toby: The agreement should have the language in there that allows us to make changes mid-stream. We 
won’t have the cost information for analysis until later, as well. 
David: It is important to figure out incremental expenses, but I don’t know that we are on the same page 
as to what costs are appropriate for the transfer payment. The costs are supposed to be incremental 
costs. There are two types: incremental related to capital and operations. The notion was, as a 
community, we pay for VISD’s operational costs and capital. In those capital costs, we built in Commons 
costs. That is how we sized our bonds to meet the community and school district needs. Philosophically, 
it would help, in reaching an agreement between the two districts, to know what costs are included in 
the transfer payment. The community does not want to be double taxed for VISD operational expenses 
and taxes to VPD to double fund those operating expenses. What needs to happen is, when a 
community user causes an additional operational cost to VISD that isn’t covered by the levy, that is what 
the payment should be based on. We need to further discuss proper incremental cost.  
Elaine: We did that level of analysis in determining the last fee in 2015. It is represented by the percent 
of estimated park use.  
Toby: The intent is not to recapture capital. It is to capture incremental. There would be two points: 1) 
determining and communicating that determination to the community; and 2) VISD could decide how 
much we subsidize external use. I suspect it will confirm what we have done in the past. Philosophically, 
we are on the same page.  
David: I am equally committed to not a dollar of educational money going to external use.  
 

4. Review VPD & VISD scheduling options and considerations 
Elaine: I don’t have an interest in changing the scheduling model if the Commons Agreement stays as is. 
It doesn’t make sense for us to go to an online model when the current model addresses problems and 
issues. Our interest in looking at Facilitron was cohesiveness between the two Districts if we were going 
to manage our own facilities.  
Toby: My understanding is the sport groups do their scheduling once other than a few last minute 
changes. I would guess Facilitron users have lots of different user groups with far more complex needs. 
Elaine: It’s easier to have a human making a judgement call. I value the level of customer service we 
provide. 
David: I did scheduling for soccer. I had a master schedule for 25 teams. I knew there was the adult 
drop-in and BVB. I worked things out internally with those three groups and provided our needs to 
Robin. The concern would be adding 10% on top of our fee. As the season goes on, things are canceled, 



there are weather events. Addressing things with Robin was helpful. The community is used to the level 
of service.  
Toby: It is also easier to address priority use. Assuming we move forward with the agreement as is, VISD 
would have no interest in telling you what program to use.  
 

5. Review VPD & VISD access options & considerations 
Elaine: Our key problem is staffing Access. 
David: It used to be everybody had a key. That didn’t work out well. We successfully moved to a 
different model that provides better security. 
Matt: It is not completely successful. We need to do better.  
David: We considered a docent approach in the past – taking a cadre of adults who are on the boards. 
Much like what is happening with the theater already. Doing it on a more formal basis – training on keys 
and security issues. It would be covered by VPD insurance. It also could increase hours within which 
community use can occur. Now it is based on when we have Access available. I suggest we explore a 
docent approach. They would also need to sign documents. 
Kevin: I suggest a lock box approach with a key in the box. Whomever is scheduled, they access 
themselves. We would have the ability to adjust the combo. It does limit the number of hands that 
provides more accountability. They would replace the key when they’re done. We have the technology 
to do this with the fobs. I can manage the alarm remotely.  
Toby: How do we manage if groups are back-to-back? 
Kevin: Have two key boxes assigned.  
David: With policies, training, and documents to sign, that would provide a level of accountability. You 
would have the problem of people wandering around. And staying past their time.  
Kevin: You could charge them for the additional time. It isn’t about the conflict, it’s about accountability. 
The box can time-stamp when the key is put back.  
David: Another way is to have the lights timed to go out at the end of a reservation.  
Toby: When there is an Access person available, there can be a hybrid.  
Kevin: With the box system, the Access person can show up at the beginning then at the end to make 
sure the building is locked down rather than having them stay the whole time. That, combined with 
whomever is designated in the group.  
Robin: That is pretty much how it is done now. The Access person doesn’t stay. After every reservation, 
the facility is locked down.  
Hans: So some sort of hybrid – some staff support, but broader opportunities for the users.  
 

6. Review agreement options and considerations – near-term and long-term 
Slade: We are interested in looking at a few things. Does it make sense annually to have a flat transfer 
payment? What other models can we use that looks at increased or decreased usage? Also, review 
language around when fields are closed – who makes the call, what is the process? Language around 
damage to facilities – process, claims made.  
Matt: More bargaining/CVA contract language – who, where, when, what.  
Hans: Which sites?  
David: Any push-back between the insurance companies on indemnity language? On getting claims 
processed? 
Matt: We had one claim for a damaged sprinkler in a gym, and it went smoothly. 
David: Do we have a good risk record in terms of injuries? 
Elaine: I have never seen an injury claim.  
Matt: Term of the contract – 5 years? How often the Commons Committee meets – is annually enough? 
Elaine: Initially it was quarterly meetings. 



Matt: We work things out between Kevin, Robin, etc almost daily, but it’s good to have the global 
conversation. 
David: The reason for the quarterly meetings was working out a lot of the silliness. What different user 
groups wanted.  
Matt: How do we want to go through it? 
Hans: And timing wise. The present agreement automatically renews at the end of this month. Either it’s 
renewed, and we are amending it, or we have the ability to end it. Either scenario is provided for. A 
significant rewrite effectively ends the agreement. If it’s in the scope of the present agreement, it’s just 
an amendment.  
Matt: I don’t see a rewrite. Just language we want to clarify. 
David: By rolling it over, it keeps the insurance, etc steady. 
Matt: I can take a shot at it. 
Elaine: I’ll do the same. 
Toby: In the meantime, we’ll get information back from Facilitron. 
Slade: And have Kelly-Ann get with Robin. 
Hans: Elaine can keep us informed about what transpires, then we get back together in the Commons.  
Matt: End of April after Spring Break.  
 
 
 


